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Abstract 

 
 
Web servers are a very important tool when providing users with requested content on the Internet. 

Usage of the Internet is growing day-by-day, making those software applications essential. The use 

of Web servers is growing tremendously, but their performance and reliability haven’t been 

improved at the same rate. The rapid rise in energy consumption has posted a serious threat to 

both energy resources and the environment, which makes green computing not only worthwhile 

but also necessary. Due to the environmental and economic concerns energy consumption in 

web services infrastructure has become a major topic of research. So, for the purpose of energy 

conservation there is a need of an efficient redesign of policies, algorithms and mechanisms.  

In this Master thesis, we propose policies for web server network in order to achieve 

energy efficiency. Policy-based management has emerged as a promising solution for the 

management of large-scale web networks. The fundamental advantage of a policy-based 

framework is that it allows a machine-independent scheme for managing multiple devices 

from a single point of control. 

 

This thesis intends to tackle the challenges of both reducing the energy consumption and 

maintaining Quality of Service by reducing the delay. The evolution of Internet Data 

Centers and the increasing demands of web services raise great challenges to improve the 

energy efficiency. In this thesis, we propose four novel policies to implement on upstream 

web server which will manage other web servers in the network. RUBiS online auction 
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benchmark has been used for generating workload in our experiment. In our experiment 

we did evaluation of HAProxy consisting of various algorithms and compared results with 

policy implemented results. We found significant energy reduction in the upstream web 

server network while satisfying Quality of Service (QoS) requirements. 
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Chapter 1 

 
 

Introduction 
 

 

1.1 Background and Motivations 
 

 

The Internet Services has transformed our way of life with convenient ways to 

communicate with each other and access information. However, the increasing demand 

of Internet services also brings some problems. To satisfy global user demand, more and 

more web servers were built in recent years. Servers represent the most significant 

component (ranging from 50% to over 90%) of IT device electricity demand [47- 50]. The 

computing infrastructure consisting enormous number of web servers consumes massive 

amounts of electrical power leading to very high operational costs that will exceed the cost 

of the infrastructure in a few years. In 2013, U.S. data centers consumed an estimated 91 

billion kilowatt-hours of electricity and the annual electricity consumption of data centers 

is estimated to increase to roughly 140 billion kilowatt-hours by 2020, costing American 

businesses $13 billion annually in electricity bills and emitting nearly 100 million metric 

tons of carbon pollution per year [17]. Thus, the energy consumed for keeping today’s 

large number of server systems running became a very important concern, which in turn, 

requires major investigation of techniques to improve the energy efficiency of their 

computing infrastructure.  
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Web server networks having several applications commonly compete for bandwidth, 

leading to congestion and variable performance. Traditional networks provide a “best -

effort” service which treats all applications equally when competing for network resources, 

irrespective of energy and how critical they are. To address this issue, we have focused on 

the generating policies on proxy servers which provide mechanisms to allow network 

applications to request and receive predictable performance levels.  In this thesis we used 

reverse proxy server handles incoming requests, which interacts on behalf of the client 

with the desired server or service residing on the server. Reverse proxy accepts HTTP 

requests and forwards the requests providing load balancing functionality to one or many 

web servers which are known as upstream servers. A reverse proxy can hide the topology 

providing security for upstream servers that may contain sensitive information by not 

allowing clients directly accessing to them, also monitoring over what goes in and goes out 

through the reverse proxy. Reverse proxy could be geographically separated from the 

upstream servers and distributes load of HTTP traffic between geographically separated 

upstream servers. So there is need to sustain performance in terms of throughput, latency 

variations (jitter), response time and delay.  When any of the upstream server goes down, 

the system will automatically failover to the next server up and users can continue with 

their secure file transfer activities. 

 

This research work is focusing on providing strategies to reduce the energy consumption 

in the server system and managing Quality of Service. To achieve this particular research 

goal, there are several major challenges. The first obstacle stems from the fact that energy 

management involves the tradeoff between power and performance. We therefore need 

to come up with the energy management policy based on its potential impact on power 

and performance. The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) [51] Policy Framework 

Working Group and the Distributed Management Task Force (DMTF) [52] have been 
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working together to define standards for Policy Based Network Management which allows 

the administrator to deploy network policy rules and the management of the system by 

distributing the rules automatically to the network devices providing the network service 

QoS guarantees to the applications using the service. In large networks these policies 

provide an easy way of scaling the changeable network conditions. In this thesi s, we 

propose a novel policy based management framework that offers how the best server is 

selected and traffic is being routed via proxy servers based on the user’s preference to give 

a satisfactory response time to the user with minimum energy.  

 

 

1.2 Proposed approach 
 
 
Firstly, creating profile for analysis of the QoS (response time) & power consumption of 

upstream servers as a function of user demand by setting up experimental testbed 

including one client machine, one reverse proxy and four upstream web servers. 

Generating realistic web traffic using ‘client emulator’ installed in the client machine. 

Installing ‘RUBiS server’ on all upstream servers including database. This emulator 

generates HTTP load destined to upstream servers via reverse proxy whose  function is to 

facilitate the traffic as per requirement. Simultaneously measuring response time and 

power using power meter connected to all nodes in the network. Installing HAProxy on 

proxy server for experimental evaluation using various HAProxy algori thms. Analysis of 

the profiles after varying user demand by repeating experiment to determine the best 

matching between resources and demands. Generating of traffic & server management 

policies to control the power consumption of the network and maintaining quality of 

service based. 
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1.3 Contributions 
 

This thesis proposes novel energy efficient policies for web server networks also 

maintaining quality of service. Major contribution to the system is profiling the quality of 

service and power consumption of upstream servers as a function of user demand. 

Evaluation of HAProxy algorithms on proxy server is one of the major contribution of 

the system. Another contribution is implementation of RUBiS client and server while 

setting up testbed for the experimental purpose. Server-Client scenario is tested for 

individual web servers and analyzed for defining threshold values of rate of request per 

second. Analysis of the profiles to determine the best matching between resources, 

demands and generation of traffic & server management policies are also major 

contributions of this thesis. 

 

 

1.4 Thesis organization 
 
 

Chapter 2 will present the background basis of this thesis and an account of related work 

that provides an outline of various types of energy saving & improving QoS approaches 

from the literature proposed in the recent years.  

 

Chapter 3 will provide system architecture of web server system, kind of language is being 

used in writing the policy, necessity of creating new policies and general description of 

policy representation of proposed four policies.  

 

Chapter 4 will present experimental testbed setup for creating profiles to analyze quality 

of service and power consumption of upstream servers as a function of user demand. 

Introduction of RUBiS is an auction site prototype for generating web traffic and 
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HAProxy which is load balancer having four policies to distribute the traffic between web 

servers.  

 

Chapter 5 will provide evaluation of HAProxy and server-client configuration. We have 

done evaluation of HAProxy to study working of four policies and to compare the results 

with the proposed energy efficient policies. Experimental testing of server -client 

configuration done to monitor behavior of each upstream server.  This chapter also 

provide results of four proposed policy models implemented on the testbed. 

 

Chapter 6 will provide results and analysis of HAProxy evaluation, Server-Client 

configurations and policies implemented on reverse proxy server.  

 

Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and discusses possible future work in this area.  
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Chapter 2 

 

Literature Review 
 

In this section, we survey some of the relevant literature in the active research area of 

energy-efficient web server networks. Below are the several techniques to reduce energy 

consumption on server environments have been developed over the recent years.  Several 

research works based on techniques to reduce energy consumption on server 

environments have been developed over the recent years. Raghavendra et al. [18] 

combined five diverse power management policies to examine the problem of power 

management in a data center. The authors discussed that it is better for a business 

environment that different solutions from multiple vendors are applied instead of 

implementing centralized solution to handle power management. The authors categorized 

existing solutions into objective function, performance constraints, hardware/software, 

and local/global types of policies. The authors proposed five appropriate power 

management controllers by applying a feedback control loop to coordinate the controller 

actions. The average power consumption is getting optimized by efficiency controller 

using individual servers. They maintain the group-level power budget by monitoring 

individual power consumption across a collection of machines and dynamically re -

provisioning of power across them. Based on thermal or power delivery constraints, or by 

high-level power managers the system designers defines the power budget. Experimental 

results provided by the authors for different workloads showed the ability of the system 

to reduce power consumption. The authors mentioned: the actual power savings can vary 

depending on the workload, but “the benefits from coordination are qualitatively similar 
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for all classes of workloads”. Wang et al., created a scheme which help data centers to 

control the existing huge set of heterogeneous Energy Storage Devices (ESDs) [19]. The 

proposed solution determines how energy, cost and peak power can be saved by placing 

heterogeneous set of ESDs in different levels of data centers power hierarchy (i.e., data 

center, rack, and server levels). To study the cost-benefit of various ESDs for using in data 

centers’ power hierarchy, the authors also developed useful cost models. Pinheiro et al 

proposed a technique to minimize power consumption is keeping the workload to the 

minimum of physical nodes and switching off the idle nodes in a heterogeneous cluster of 

computing nodes serving multiple web-applications. To ensure reliable QoS, they defined 

requirements to the throughput and execution time of applications in SLAs. The proposed 

algorithm periodically monitors the load of resources (CPU, disk storage and network 

interface) and to minimize the overall power consumption it makes decisions on switching 

nodes on / off, while providing the expected performance. The actual load balancing has 

to be managed by the applications as it is not handled by the system. The proposed 

approach can be applied to multi-application mixed-workload environments with fixed 

SLAs [21]. 

 
The techniques described in [22] are directly related with simulation model that uses 

dynamic-voltage-frequency scaling (DVFS) and sleeping states to reduce power usage. 

DVFS reduces voltage according to the current CPU frequency and sleeping states put the 

host in a state of low power consumption disabling host functionalities until “wake up” 

by changing its state. In the 90s [23] DVFS, a voltage reduction technique for battery-

operated systems scaling was introduced, which reduces power consumption in large 

digital systems by adapting both voltage and frequency of the system for changing 

workloads. Using DVFS, a regulated system can adjust the supply voltage of a digital circuit 

at the functional boundary for the temperature, the technology parameters and speed 

requirements. In computing servers DVFS can be used as one of the efficient techniques 
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to reduce the energy consumed. This technique monitors the workload offered and then 

adjusts the CPU power consumption accordingly, which changes the performance level 

[25]. Alonso et al. [44] presented a DPM mechanism to guarantee network connectivity 

that dynamically switches on and off network links as a function of traffic. However, DPM 

would consume a more amount of energy compared to DVFS when there is a need to 

turn these servers back on to run [25]. 

 
Firstly, a study by Corradi et al states that power consumption of cloud data centers can 

be reduced using Virtual Machine (VM) consolidations [26]. To allow maximum utilization 

of the running of physical machines, this technique tries to allocate more VMs on less 

physical machine. Consequently, using this technique in a data center can reduce the 

operational costs and increase the energy efficiency. Nevertheless, it is important to note 

that the number of VMs in one physical machine should not be too high otherwise it may 

degrade the performance of VMs [26]. Yichao Jin et al explored the impact of server 

virtualization on energy usage in physical servers and trade-off management between 

energy overhead and reduction of maximum throughput for virtualized server [27]. 

Authors in [30] proposed using of a static and a dynamic consolidation of VMs to reduce 

energy consumption of the hosting nodes or servers while allocation of a large number of 

VMs to many Servers. In [31], authors proposed an energy aware algorithm for dynamic 

live placement of servers in a cloud platform by minimizing the number of running servers 

in order to save energy. Another study relying on dynamic resource allocation is presented  

in [32]. The authors presented a nature-inspired VM consolidation algorithm to reduce the 

number of used physical machines and thus saves energy. Authors in [33] propose two 

heuristic algorithms based on a dynamic round-robin approach (DRR) and combination 

of DRR and First-Fit for energy-aware virtual machine scheduling and consolidation. 

Another VM consolidation method for power saving in data centers that relies on the bin 

packing First-Fit heuristic is proposed in [97] in which VMs are migrated based on server 
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ranks where the rank represents server selection priority and is uniquely assigned to each 

server. 

 
Beloglazov et al. [35], emphases on provisioning of resources in a dynamic manner 

providing algorithm for efficiently handling of workloads between the datacenter for 

energy-efficient management of Clouds. Authors proposed policies to efficiently utilize 

resources and also scheduling algorithms considering QoS and data center characteristics of using 

power. Their results obtained after simulation on cloudsim environment illuminates that 

proposed algorithm to save energy and the migration of virtual machines according to 

mentioned approach provides the higher energy saving for CPU. In [37] Wang et al. 

proposed three main principles for virtual machine placement in order to achieve energy 

efficiency of the network in data centers based on the unique features of data center 

networks and the switch power model. After analysis of relation between the power 

consumption and routing they propose a two-phase energy-efficient routing algorithm 

achieving energy efficiency in data center networks using traffic engineering.  

 

Li Hongyou et al. [42] have proposed Energy-aware Scheduling algorithm and the Energy- 

aware Live Migration algorithms using the workload aware consolidation technique by 

allowing users to access the multiple resources concurrently in cloud data center. 

Simulation results show that both algorithms assure the promising energy saving capability  

by analyzing problem of consolidating heterogeneous workloads. In [25], the authors 

proposed data center energy-efficient network aware scheduling (DENS) to balance the 

energy consumption with performance, traffic demands and QoS of a data center. DENS 

implements feedback channels between network switches for workloads distribution to 

avoid any congestion within the network. Congestion notification signal by overloaded 

switches can prevent congestion which sustain the high network utilization. Shang [43] 

proposed an energy-aware routing algorithm to save power consumption via putting idle 
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devices on sleep or shutting them down and using few network devices to provide routing 

without impacting network performance. After calculation of the network throughput 

through basic routing by the algorithm, it gradually removes switches until the network 

throughput approaches the predefined performance threshold and the switches that are 

not involved in the final routing are powered off or puts on sleep mode. 

 

Also, extensive research work has been carried out on the area of  policy based 

management frameworks that strive to deliver solutions for management of networks  

implementing QoS mechanisms [53]. Different mechanisms are implemented to guide the 

working of the network according to a set of rules to control the configurat ion of the 

devices’ operational parameters that translate high level directives into low level policies.  

For resource management in different contexts such as tactical networks, VPNs, MPLS-

enabled networks, virtualization environments etc., policy-based management systems 

have been proposed in [54]. A major issue in these frameworks is to handle the conflicts 

that may arise between different policies, as these can jeopardize the stability of the 

managed system. In order to deal with conflict issue between different policies which is 

one of the major issue in these frameworks, conflict detection and resolution mechanisms 

have been proposed in [55] [56], Conflicts can be resolved, for example, by giving different 

priorities to the policies. 
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Chapter 3 

 

System Archi tec ture  

 
3.1 Web Server System 

 

 
 

Figure: 3.1 Web Server System 
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Web server system consist of number of clients connected to proxy server which is 

connected to number of web servers as shown in above figure. As web servers could have 

diverse physical configurations, capacities and with different bandwidths, proxy server plays 

an important role in distributing traffic to web servers coming from various clients. There 

could have application based routing in which web servers consist of various applications 

on it so proxy should route the traffic destined for the particular application amongst those 

web servers who has that application. There could have high priority requests coming from 

clients should be given high priority by proxies and need to forward them to lower utilized 

web servers. If proxy and web servers are located geographically different locations then 

proxy should forward the traffic to web servers without impacting quality of service. When 

many proxy servers are there in the system which are connected to many web servers then 

traffic coming from clients need to distribute efficiently amongst web servers by each of 

the proxy server. 

 
3.2 Policy Representation 
 
One of the most important ongoing research activities on policy specification is carried 

out by the IETF Policy working group [IETF Policy Working Group]. A policy rule is 

modelled as an aggregation of policy conditions and policy actions. According to that 

representation we have presented policy-driven frameworks for web server network 

management. The policy based network management approach is also being widely 

adopted in other management areas, such as in security and ubiquitous systems 

management. We proposed novel policies as rules based management framework that 

offers how the best server is selected and traffic is being routed via proxy servers based 

on the user’s preference to give a satisfactory response time to the user with minimum 

energy. Each network policy is an aggregation of policy rules and each policy is made up 

of a series of conditions and a corresponding set of formally defined actions.  We have 
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represented policies using "if-then-else" notation. In order to generate policy driven 

frameworks, we have analyzed each and every upstream web server’s behavior from energy 

and quality of service perspective. We executed experiment with increasing load by 

increasing number of clients. Then we captured delay, throughput and power using 

EPUMS power meter. Calculated total energy, energy per request and energy per client by 

multiplying power by respective time. We set threshold value of number of the rate 

(requests/second) for each web server above that threshold value it shows abrupt changes 

in delay so that it can be used in profiling policies. Also evaluated energy consumption of 

each server and gave priorities to servers from least energy consumed to most energy 

consumed. 

 

We have created policies based on how reverse proxy selects the upstream server and how 

to distribute traffic amongst them. After selecting best upstream server by the proxy 

server, it forwards traffic to it until it reaches pre-defined threshold rate then proxy will 

keep on adding new upstream servers as traffic goes on increasing. Selection of best 

upstream server is based on predefined threshold value of energy for each server, reverse 

proxy selects the web server who consumes least energy. Traffic distribution by the reverse 

proxy is done in two ways, in one way reverse proxy will distribute traffic equally between 

servers and gradually it will keep on adding new servers as load goes on increasing. In 

another method, reverse proxy will distribute traffic proportionally between servers and 

will keep on adding new servers as load goes on increasing. Proportional dist ribution 

depends on maximum capacity of maximum rate at which requests are being received by 

the proxy. 

 

Below are the representation of proposed four policies.  

 
Any-Equally policy- In this policy, proxy server will select and send http traffic to any of 
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the available web servers equally, it will randomly select the web server for sending traffic. 

For selecting and adding more web servers to send traffic by proxy there are many 

possibilities because there are many web servers. Below is the general example of how web 

server will select the web server and will distribute the traffic. After selection of upstream 

server ‘S3’ by the proxy it will goes on sending traffic on ‘S3’ keeping all other upstream 

servers in sleep mode until it reaches the rate of threshold value of rate of ‘S3’ above this 

value we get abrupt hike in the response time. Then reverse proxy will add  server ‘S4’ and 

it will keep on sending traffic equally amongst them until both of them reach threshold 

value of rate of them. In the similar way this policy keeps on selecting and adding more 

upstream servers. 

 

λ Web Server 

Traffic distribution towards each 

node by proxy server 

λ1 S3 λ1 

λ2 S3+S4 (λ2/2)+( λ2/2) 

λ3 S3+S4+S2 (λ3/3)+(λ3/3)+(λ3/3) 

 

Table 3.1: Any-Equally policy representation 

 
 
Optimal-Equally policy- In this policy, proxy server will select best web server in 

perspective of energy and delay. In the case where web server ‘S1’ consumes least energy, 

when web server will receive traffic from client he will send http traffic firstly to web server 

‘S1’ keeping all other upstream servers in sleep mode , secondly to ‘S2’, thirdly to ‘S3’ as 

‘S3’ gives least delay. Proxy server will distribute the traffic equally amongst selected web 

servers. Web server will select the web server and will allocate the traffic as per below 

table. When proxy server starts sending traffic of above threshold value of upstream server 

‘S1’, it will add second best server ‘S2’ and then it will send traffic between web servers 
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‘S1’ and ‘S2’ equally. Similarly as rate of number of requests per second goes on increasing, 

proxy server goes on adding new servers and distributing traffic equally amongst them.  

 

 

λ Web Server 

Traffic distribution towards each 

node by proxy server 

λ1 S1 λ1 

λ2 S1+S2 (λ2/2)+( λ2/2) 

λ3 S1+S2+S3 (λ3/3)+(λ3/3)+(λ3/3) 

 

Table 3.2: Optimal-Equally policy representation 

 

 
 
Any-Proportional policy- In this policy, proxy server will select any of the available web 

server for sending http traffic, it will randomly select the upstream web server for sending 

traffic. For selecting and adding more web server to send traffic by proxy there are many 

possibilities because there are many such web servers. It will distribute the traffic 

proportionally based on maximum λ capacity of the web server. For this policy we used 

pre-defined threshold value of λ for each web server. For example maximum threshold 

value of server ‘S3’ is λS3max & for server ‘S4’ is λS4max, if reverse proxy server wants to 

send traffic λ= λ2 to these two servers then it will send [{λS3max/(λS3max+λS4max)}*λ2] 

towards server ‘S3’ & [{λS4max/(λS3max+λS4max)}*λ2] towards server ‘S4’. Similarly 

below is the general example of how proxy server will select the web server and will 

distribute the traffic.  
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λ Web Server 

Traffic distribution towards each node by 

proxy server 

λ1 S3 λ1 

λ2 S3+S4 

[{λS3max/(λS3max+λS4max)}*λ2]+ 

[{λS4max/(λS3max+λS4max)}*λ2] 

λ3 S3+S4+S2 

[{λS3max/(λS3max+λS4max+λS2max)}*λ3]+ 

[{λS4max/(λS3max+λS4max+λS2max)}*λ3]+ 

[{λS2max/( λS3max+λS4max+λS2max)}*λ3] 

 

Table 3.3: Any-Proportional policy representation 

 
Optimal-Proportional policy: In this policy, proxy server will select best web server in 

perspective of energy and delay. As per client-server analysis mentioned, if web server ‘S1’ 

consumes least energy, when upstream server will receive traffic from client he will send 

http traffic firstly to web server A keeping all other upstream servers in sleep mode, 

secondly to ‘S2’, thirdly to ‘S3’ as it consumes large energy. For this policy reverse proxy 

server will use pre-defined threshold value of λ for each web server and will distribute the 

http traffic proportionally amongst selected web servers as shown in below table.  For 

example maximum threshold value of server ‘S1’ is λS1max & for server ‘S2’ is λS2max 

and when reverse proxy receives traffic at rate of λ=λ2 then it will send 

[{λS1max/(λS1max+λS2max)}*λ2] to server ‘S1’ and [{λS2max/(λS1max+λS2max)}*λ2] 

to server ‘S2’. Similarly below is the general example of how proxy server will select the 

web server and will distribute the traffic.  
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λ Web Server 

Traffic distribution towards each node by proxy 

server 

λ1 S1 λ1 

λ2 S1+S2 

[{λS1max/(λS1max+λS2max)}*λ2]+ 

[{λS2max/(λS1max+λS2max)}*λ2] 

λ3 S1+S2+S3 

[{λS1max/(λS1max+λS2max+λS3max)}*λ3]+ 

[{λS2max/(λS1max+λS2max+λS3max)}*λ3]+ 

[{λS3max/( λS1max+λS2max+λS3max)}*λ3] 

Table 3.4: Optimal-Proportional policy representation 
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Chapter 4 

 

Testbed 

 
4.1 Experimental Setup 

  
We set up experimental testbed including one client machine, one reverse proxy and four 

upstream web servers as shown in the below figure. All upstream servers has various 

physical configuration i.e. different processor, memory, bandwidth etc so that we ca n 

monitor network performance over diverse configuration. We have installed Apache web 

server on these upstream web servers. Client machine which is connected to reverse proxy 

via switch consist of RUBiS client application installed in it for generating realistic web 

traffic. Client can capable of producing several number of HTTP request using ‘client 

emulator’ which is a browser for browsing the required web services at the client side. We 

installed ‘RUBiS server’ on all upstream servers along with MYSQL database. This 

emulator generates HTTP load destined to upstream servers via reverse proxy whose 

function is to facilitate the traffic as per requirement. Simultaneously measuring response 

time for each HTTP request and power using EPUMS power meter connected to all nodes 

in the network. We Installed HAProxy on proxy server for experimental evaluation using 

various HAProxy algorithms. We analyzed the profiles after varying user demand by 

repeating experiment with increasing number of clients through client emulator to 
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determine the best matching between resources and demands.  

 
 

 
 
 

Figure 4.1: Experimental set-up 
 

 

4.2 RUBiS  
 
 
 
RUBiS (Rice University Bidding System) [3] [4], a benchmarking tool based on an online 

auction site like eBay. We choose RUBiS because it represents a typical three-tiered web 

application, which includes an upstream web server to receive the requests, reverse proxy 

server to process the logic, and a database to store the persistent data. It has provisioned 

for selling, browsing and bidding items. In our experimental configuration, RUBiS web 

server application is deployed on 4 web servers (A, B, C & D) to receive the requests, we 

use the PHP version of RUBiS that runs on Tomcat and MySQL. The RUBiS benchmark 

comes with a client-browser emulator. Client machine runs RUBiS client emulator for 

generating workload to web server application. The Client Emulator tool emulates a 

number of simultaneous clients that access the upstream web server via their web-browser. 

Each client opens a persistent HTTP connection to the upstream server and creates a 

session with the server, during which the client generates a sequence of requests and then 
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after some delay, client receives the response. 

 

RUBiS implements different sessions for different type of users in the form of visitor, 

buyer and seller. A registered user can sell, buy and browse through the website, while a 

visitor is only allowed to browse through the different sections of the website as we did in 

our experiments. RUBiS is modeled after ebay.com with a web front end and a database 

that maintains the records of users, items, bids etc. A client with a web browser can 

perform in total 26 interactions that include browsing items by region or category, bidding, 

buying and selling of items. RUBiS represents a dynamic web application with several web 

pages that require interactions with the database. It is often used to study the application 

design patterns and evaluate performance bottlenecks. In this thesis, we use RUBiS as the 

use case for all simulations. 

 

The configuration parameters of the benchmarking tool used for the experiments 

presented in this thesis were set to create a realistic workload to sustain a continuous load 

on the server. The session opened by client remains alive for a period of time, called 

session time, at the end of which the connection is closed. Each session is a persistent 

HTTP connection with the server. Using this connection, the client repeatedly makes a 

request, analyzes the server response to the request.  

 

4.3 HAProxy Description 
 

  

HAProxy stands for High Availability Proxy and is used by many companies for load 

balancing and server fail over in the cloud. The HTTP requests are routed through a high 

performance HTTP load balancer and proxy. For this, we use HAProxy, which balances 

the load of requests for new user sessions among the application servers. After validating 

the requests from application clients, it forwards the se transaction requests to a target 
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resource inside a pool, based on a pre-defined policy. It then waits for the reply to this 

transaction and forwards it to the original client. HAProxy maintains a configuration file 

containing information about application servers and application deployments on each 

server. As a result of the provisioning and termination operations, the configuration file is 

frequently updated with new information. To handle fault at the server end, HAProxy has 

been used. It redirects the request to another server if one server fails and also balances 

load between various servers. 

 

We have installed HAProxy in proxy server for forwarding the HTTP traffic coming from 

clients towards upstream servers based on four policies as mentioned below. 

 

Roundrobin- In this algorithm, each upstream server is used in turns, according to their 

weights. This is the smoothest algorithm when the upstream server's processing time 

remains equally distributed. This algorithm can distribute the traffic dynamically, which 

means that server weights may be adjusted on the fly for slow starts for instance. 

 

Leastconn- The upstream server with the lowest number of connections receives the 

connection when this algorithm is being used. Round-robin is performed within groups 

of upstream servers of the same load to ensure that all servers will be used. When very 

long sessions are expected, use of this algorithm is recommended but it is not very well 

suited for protocols using short sessions. Being a dynamic algorithm, which means that 

server weights may be adjusted on the fly for slow starts for instance.  

   
Source- When we use this algorithm, the source IP address is hashed and divided by the 

total weight of the running upstream servers to select which upstream server will receive 

the request. This ensures that the same client IP address will always reach the same 

upstream server as long as no upstream server goes down or up. If the hash result changes 
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due to the number of running upstream servers changing, many clients will be directed to 

a different upstream server. This algorithm is generally used in TCP mode where no cookie 

may be inserted. It may also be used on the Internet to provide a best-effort services to 

clients. This algorithm is static, which means that changing a upstream server's weight on 

the fly will have no effect. 

 

Url_param- The URL parameter specified in argument will be searched in the query string 

of each HTTP GET request. If the modifier "check_post" is used, then an HTTP POST 

request entity will be looked up for the parameter argument, when it is not found in a 

query string after a question mark in the URL. Also, we can specify a number of octets to 

wait before attempting to search the message body, if no search found then round robin 

is used for each request. If the parameter is found followed by an equal sign and a value, 

then the value is hashed and divided by the total weight of the running upstream servers. 

The result designates which upstream server will receive the request. This is used to track 

user identifiers in requests and ensure that a same user ID will always be sent to the same 

upstream server as long as no server goes up or down. If no value is found or if the 

parameter is not found, then a round robin algorithm is applied. Note that this algorithm 

best suited for HTTP backend. This algorithm is static, which means that changing a 

upstream server's weight on the fly will have no effect. 
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Chapter 5 

 

Evaluation 
 

5.1 HAProxy Evaluation 
 
 
For evaluation purpose we performed testing on four HAProxy algorithms: roundrobin, 

leastconn, source and url_param (static-roundrobin) by installing HAProxy on reverse 

proxy machine and balancing traffic between 4 web servers (A, B, C and D). In the 

experimental configuration, RUBiS web server application is deployed on 4 upstream web 

servers to receive the requests, we use the PHP version of RUBiS that runs on Tomcat 

and MySQL. Client machine runs RUBiS client emulator for generating sequence of 

HTTP requests to server application. After issuing a request, the client waits for the 

response and then after some delay it receives the response (an HTML web page). 

 

We modify the client emulator with various number of clients (500, 1000, 1500, 2000, 

2500, 3000, 3500, 4000) for each experiment of around 10 minutes to send http requests 

to 4 upstream web servers via HAProxy repeating each experiment for 100 times. Then 

captured average values of run time, count of requests, delay and throughput for four 

HAProxy algorithms. Simultaneously measured power during each experiment using 

EPUMS (The Electrical Power Usage Monitoring System). Then calculated energy by 

multiplying power with corresponding time for each experimental output. We also 
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calculate λ (request/second) by dividing total number requests with total time of  the 

experiment. Using experimental results of each upstream web server we calculated graphs 

of delay, total energy, energy per client & energy per request with corresponding λ.  

 

5.2 Server-Client 
 
 
We performed server to client one-to-one experiments for all four upstream web servers 

in order to analyze each upstream server’s performance behavior and energy consumption  

based on which we can set threshold values while profiling several policies.  We modify the 

client emulator with various number of clients (100, 250, 500, 750, 1000, 1250, 2000, 3000) 

for each experiment of around 10 minutes to send http requests to each of the web server 

via reverse proxy server repeating each experiment for 100 times. Then captured average 

values of run time, count of requests, delay and throughput for each web server. 

Simultaneously measured power during each experiment using EPUMS (The Electrical 

Power Usage Monitoring System). Then calculated energy by multiplying power with 

corresponding time for each experimental output. We also calculate λ (request/second) by 

dividing total number requests with total time of the experiment. Using experimental 

results of each web server we calculated graphs of delay, total energy, energy per client & 

energy per request with corresponding λ. 

 

From the graphs shown in section 6.2 consisting of total energy, energy per client and 

energy per request, we observed energy consumption of each web server. We found that 

web server A consumes lowest energy then server B, then C and server D consumes 

highest energy. After number of repetition of these experiments with various number of 

clients, we calculate graphs of delay vs rate of requests from the obtained results as 

mentioned in section 6.2. We observed that after particular value of λ, delay is getting 

increased drastically. So we have decided with threshold value for each web servers as 
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below: 

 

Upstream Server λ(Threshold) 

A 320 

B 190 

C 110 

D 300 

 
Table 5.1: Threshold values of rate (λ) for upstream servers 
 
 

5.3 Policy Model 

 
5.3.1 Policy I: Any-Equally 
 
 
In this policy, reverse proxy server will select and send http traffic to any of the available 

web servers, it will randomly select the upstream web server for sending traffic. Reverse 

proxy server will distribute the traffic equally amongst selected web servers. For selecting 

and adding more upstream server to send traffic by reverse proxy there are many 

possibilities because there are four upstream servers. In this policy, reverse proxy can 

analyze number of possible selection of upstream servers and finalize the best approach. 

Below is the one of the example of how upstream server will select the web server and will 

distribute the traffic. After selection of upstream server ‘C’ by the reverse proxy it will goes 

on sending traffic on ‘C’ keeping all other upstream servers in sleep mode until it reaches 

the rate of 110 which is his threshold value above this value we get abrupt hike in the 

response time. Then reverse proxy will add  upstream server ‘B’ and it will keep on sending 

traffic equally amongst them until both of them reach rate of 110 requests per second. In 

the similar way this policy keeps on selecting and adding more upstream servers.  
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λ Upstream Server 

Traffic distribution towards each 

node by reverse proxy server 

110 C 110 

220 C+B 110+110 

330 C+B+D 110+110+110 

440 C+B+D+A 110+110+110+110 

 

Table 5.2: Policy I: Any-Equally 

 

5.3.2 Policy II: Optimal-Equally 
 
 
In this policy, reverse proxy server will select best upstream web server in perspective of 

energy and delay. As per client-server analysis mentioned in section 4.2, web server A 

consumes least energy.  So, when upstream server will receive traffic from client he will 

send http traffic firstly to web server A keeping all other upstream servers in sleep mode, 

secondly to B, thirdly to D as D provides less delay and lastly to server C. Reverse proxy 

server will distribute the traffic equally amongst selected web servers. Upstream server will 

select the web server and will allocate the traffic as per below table. When reverse proxy 

server starts sending traffic of above threshold value of upstream server ‘A’, it will add 

another best server ‘B’ and then it will send traffic between upstream servers ‘A’ and ‘B’ 

equally. Similarly as rate of number of requests per second goes on increasing, reverse 

proxy server goes on adding new servers and distributing traffic equally amongst them.  
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λ Upstream Server 

Traffic distribution towards each 

node by reverse proxy server 

320 A 320 

380 A+B 190+190 

570 A+B+D 190+190+190 

760 A+B+D+C 190+190+190+190 

 

Table 5.3: Policy II: Optimal-Equally 

 

5.3.3 Policy III: Any-Proportional 
 
 
In this policy, reverse proxy server will select any of the available upstream web server for 

sending http traffic, it will randomly select the upstream web server for sending traffic. 

For selecting and adding more upstream server to send traffic by reverse proxy there are 

many possibilities because there are four upstream servers. In this policy, reverse proxy 

can analyze number of possible selection of upstream servers and finalize the best 

approach. It will distribute the traffic proportionally based on maximum λ capacity of the 

web server. For this policy we used pre-defined threshold value of λ for each web server 

as mentioned in the section 4.2. For example maximum threshold value of server C is 

λ=110 & for server B is λ=190, if reverse proxy server wants to send traffic λ=150 to these 

two servers then it will send λ (55) towards server C & λ (95) towards server B. When 

reverse proxy receives rate of 300 (λ) then it will send 0.18 of λ (110) to server C and 0.31 

of λ (190) to server B and because this is their maximum capacity if rate increases then 

reverse proxy will add server D. When reverse proxy receives rate of 600 (λ) then it will 

send 0.18 of λ (110) to server C, 0.31 of λ (190) to server B and 0.5 of λ (300) to server D. 

When reverse proxy receives rate of 920 (λ) then it will send 0.11 of λ (110) to server C, 

0.2 of λ (190) to server B, 0.32 of λ (300) to server D and 0.34 of λ (320) to server A. 
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Similarly below is the example of how reverse proxy server will select the web server and 

will distribute the traffic.  

λ Upstream Server 

Traffic distribution towards each 

node by reverse proxy server 

110 C 110 

300 C+B 110+190 

600 C+B+D 110+190+300 

920 C+B+D+A 110+190+300+320 

 

Table 5.4: Policy III: Any-Proportional 

 

 

5.3.4 Policy IV: Optimal-Proportional 
 
In this policy, reverse proxy server will select best upstream web server in perspective of 

energy and delay. As per client-server analysis mentioned in section 4.2, web server A 

consumes least energy.  So, when upstream server will receive traffic from client he will 

send http traffic firstly to web server A keeping all other upstream servers in sleep mode, 

secondly to B, thirdly to C and lastly to server D. For this policy reverse proxy server will 

use pre-defined threshold value of λ for each web server and will distribute the http traffic 

proportionally amongst selected web servers as shown in below table. When reverse proxy 

receives traffic at rate of 510 (λ) then it will send 0.62 of λ (320) to server A and 0.37 of λ 

(190) to server B and because this is their maximum capacity if rate increases then reverse 

proxy will add server D. When reverse proxy receives traffic at rate of 620 (λ) then it will 

send 0.51 of λ (320) to server A, 0.3 of λ (190) to server B and 0.17 of λ (110) to server C. 

When reverse proxy receives traffic at rate of 920 (λ) then it will send 0.34 of λ (320) to 

server A, 0.2 of λ (190) to server B, 0.11 of λ (110) to server C and 0.32 of λ (300) to server 

D.  
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λ Upstream Server 

Traffic distribution towards each 

node by reverse proxy server 

320 A 320 

510 A+B 320+190 

620 A+B+C 320+190+110 

920 A+B+C+D 320+190+110+300 

Table 5.5: Policy IV: Optimal-Proportional 
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Chapter 6 

 

 

Results 

 

 
6.1 HAProxy evaluation results 

 
 

We performed testing on four HAProxy algorithms: roundrobin, leastconn, source and 

url_param (static-roundrobin) by installing HAProxy on reverse proxy machine and 

balancing traffic between 4 web servers (A, B, C and D). In the experimental configuration, 

RUBiS web server application is deployed on 4 upstream web servers to receive the 

requests. Client machine runs RUBiS client emulator for generating sequence of  HTTP 

requests to server application. After issuing a request, the client waits for the response and 

then after some delay it receives the response. 

 

We repeated the experiment for each algorithm for 100 times varying the number of clients 

for each experiment of around 10 minutes to send http requests to 4 upstream web servers 

via HAProxy repeating each experiment. Then captured average values of run time, count 

of requests, delay and throughput for four HAProxy algorithms. Simultaneously measured 

power during each experiment using EPUMS power meter. Then calculated energy by 

multiplying power with corresponding time for each experimental output. We also 
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calculate λ (request/second) by dividing total number requests with total time of the 

experiment.  

 

Using experimental results of each upstream web server we calculated graphs of delay, 

total energy, energy per client & energy per request with corresponding λ.  From graph of 

delay, we can see that delay goes on increasing as rate of request per seconds increases for 

all four algorithms. Source algorithm of HAProxy seems to be best from delay perspective 

as it has lowest response time. As rate of requests per second goes on increasing, total 

energy consumption also increases for four HAProxy algorithms however source 

algorithm consumes least energy as we can see from the results.  

 
 
 

Figure 6.1: Plot for HAProxy - Delay vs λ (Requests/second) 
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Figure 6.2: Plot for HAProxy - Energy vs λ (Requests/second) 
 

 

 
 

Figure 6.3: Plot for HAProxy - (Energy/Client) vs λ (Requests/second) 
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Figure 6.4: Plot for HAProxy - (Energy/Request) vs λ (Requests/second) 
 
 

6.2 Server-Client results 

 
In order to analyze each upstream server’s performance behavior and energy consumption 

based on which we can set threshold values while profiling several policies, we performed 

server to client one-to-one experiments for all four upstream web servers. Repeating each 

experiment for 100 times, we modify the client emulator with various number of clients 

for each experiment of around 10 minutes to send http requests to each of the web server 

via reverse proxy server. Then captured average values of run time, count of requests, 

delay and throughput for each web server. Simultaneously measured power during each 

experiment using EPUMS power meter. Then calculated energy by multiplying power with 

corresponding time for each experimental output. We also calculate λ (request/second) by 

dividing total number requests with total time of the experiment.  

 

Using experimental results of each web server we calculated graphs of delay, total energy, 
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energy per client & energy per request with corresponding λ.  From below graphs of delay 

we observed that after particular value of λ, delay is getting increased drastically , for server 

A it’s 320, for server B its 190, for server C its 110 and for server D its 300. So we have 

decided with threshold value of rate of request per second for each web servers. From the 

graphs below consisting of total energy, energy per client and energy per request, we 

observed energy consumption of each web server. We found that web server A consumes 

lowest energy then server B, then C and server D consumes highest energy.  

 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 6.5: Plot for Server-client experiments (Delay) 
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Figure 6.6: Plot for Server-client experiments (Energy) 
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Figure 6.7: Plot for Server-client experiments (Energy/Client) 
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Figure 6.8: Plot for Server-client experiments (Energy/Request) 
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6.3 Policy results 

 
After implementing four policies on reverse proxy server and measuring power for each 

experiment we got the results as per below graphs. We have created policies based on how 

reverse proxy selects the upstream server and how to distribute traffic amongst them. 

After selecting best upstream server by the proxy server, it forwards traffic to it until it 

reaches pre-defined threshold rate then proxy will keep on adding new upstream servers 

as traffic goes on increasing. Selection of best upstream server is based on predefined 

threshold value of energy for each server, reverse proxy selects the web server who 

consumes least energy. Traffic distribution by the reverse proxy is done in two ways, in 

one way reverse proxy will distribute traffic equally between servers and gradually it will 

keep on adding new servers as load goes on increasing. In another method, reverse proxy 

will distribute traffic proportionally between servers and will keep on adding new servers 

as load goes on increasing.  

From the below graph of delay we can observe that as any of the policy goes on adding 

more upstream servers in the network delay goes on decreasing. Also, delay is not 

exceeding above 60 milliseconds for any of the new implemented policies.  From total 

energy consumption, energy per client and energy per request graph, we can see that 

optimal-proportional policy consumes minimum energy as compared to other policies.  
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Figure 6.9: Plot for policies (Delay vs Requests/second) 
 
 

 
 

Figure 6.10: Plot for policies (Energy vs Requests/second) 
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Figure 6.11: Plot for policies (Energy/Client vs Requests/second) 

 

 
 

Figure 6.12: Plot for policies (Energy/Request vs Requests/second) 
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Chapter 7 
 

Conclusion & Future Work 
 

This thesis focuses on the designing of policies for energy efficient resource allocation in 

web server networks. In this final chapter we present conclusions about the work 

presented in this thesis and propose future directions for extending it. The first part 

summarizes the main contributions and draws conclusions. Then, we present potential 

directions for future investigations in the second part.  

 

7.1 Conclusion 
 

Energy efficiency is becoming increasingly important for web system networks. Their 

growing scale and their wide use have made a great issue of power consumption. The 

overall goal of this work is to design policies for energy efficient allocation of web traffic 

while considering different dimensions of the problem. Initially we evaluated HAProxy’s 

four algorithms by experimenting with various number of clients (increasing load). As 

these algorithms are not from energy efficient perspective, we created four new policies 

for reverse proxy to distribute load between number of upstream servers considering 

energy consumption and quality of service. We compared the results obtained from four 

algorithms of HAProxy and four policies implemented on reverse proxy server. We found 

that Any-Equally policy is best policy from QoS perspective because using this policy we 

get lowest response time as compared to HAProxy policies. We also observed that 
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Optimal-proportional policy is the best policy as per as energy efficiency is concerned 

because in the experiment in which we used this policy we got less power consumption as 

compared to that of HAProxy. As per comparative analysis and results of HAProxy 

evaluation and four new policies, we conclude that energy up to 79% can be saved with 

reduction of delay up to 44% which will improve quality of service by increasing response 

time. 

 

7.2 Future work: 
 
 
There are several areas of possible future work in the context of this thesis.  

 

In this thesis we performed experimental analysis on testbed setup. However, we can 

implement these policies in large and live network environment to check whether we are 

getting similar results or not. 

 

Another possible extension can be writing an algorithms for the policies and automation 

of the system because automation reduces the cost, improves quality, elasticity and 

provisioning. We can make proxy scheduler for dynamic workload environment. This 

automation would relieve the system administrators from difficult manual task. 

Automation feature should have dynamically adjusting the capacity and scaling up and 

down the resources and processing depending on customer demand requirements 

avoiding unnecessary energy and resource usage.  

 

Furthermore, this work can be extended for creating few more new policies such as policy 

based on applications or services in which reverse proxy can divert the traffic to upstream 

servers based on the type of application. Also policy can be made for high priority requests 

in which upstream servers should handle these high priority request efficiently.  
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Appendix A 

A.1 RUBiS configuration file: 

global 

        log /dev/log    local0 

        log /dev/log    local1 notice 

        chroot /var/lib/haproxy 

        stats socket /run/haproxy/admin.sock mode 660 level admin 

        stats timeout 30s 

        user haproxy 

        group haproxy 

        daemon 

 

        # Default SSL material locations 

        ca-base /etc/ssl/certs 

        crt-base /etc/ssl/private 

 

        # Default ciphers to use on SSL-enabled listening sockets. 

        # For more information, see ciphers(1SSL). This list is from: 

        #  https://hynek.me/articles/hardening-your-web-servers-ssl-ciphers/ 

        ssl-default-bind-ciphers 

ECDH+AESGCM:DH+AESGCM:ECDH+AES256:DH+AES256:ECDH+AES128:
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DH+AES:ECDH+3DES:DH+3DES:RSA+AESGCM:RSA+AES:RSA+3DES:!aNUL

L:!MD5:!DSS 

        ssl-default-bind-options no-sslv3 

 

defaults 

        log     global 

        mode    http 

        option  httplog 

        option  dontlognull 

        timeout connect 5000 

        timeout client  50000 

        timeout server  50000 

        errorfile 400 /etc/haproxy/errors/400.http 

        errorfile 403 /etc/haproxy/errors/403.http 

        errorfile 408 /etc/haproxy/errors/408.http 

        errorfile 500 /etc/haproxy/errors/500.http 

        errorfile 502 /etc/haproxy/errors/502.http 

        errorfile 503 /etc/haproxy/errors/503.http 

        errorfile 504 /etc/haproxy/errors/504.http 

 

frontend Local_Server 

    bind *:80 

    mode http 

    default_backend My_Web_Servers 

 

backend My_Web_Servers 

    mode http 
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    balance roundrobin 

    option forwardfor 

    http-request set-header X-Forwarded-Port %[dst_port] 

    http-request add-header X-Forwarded-Proto https if { ssl_fc } 

    option httpchk HEAD / HTTP/1.1\r\nHost:localhost 

    server px2 10.0.101.9:80 

    server px101 10.0.101.12:80 

    server pxs 10.0.101.13:80 

    server pxh 10.0.101.14:80 

 

 

 

 

 

A.2 HAProxy configuration file: 

 

# HTTP server information 

httpd_hostname = 10.0.101.15 

httpd_port = 80 

 

# C-JDBC server information 

cjdbc_hostname = 

 

# Precise which version to use. Valid options are : PHP, Servlets, EJB 

httpd_use_version = PHP 

 

ejb_server = 
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ejb_html_path = /ejb_rubis_web 

ejb_script_path = /ejb_rubis_web/servlet 

 

servlets_server = 

servlets_html_path = /Servlet_HTML 

servlets_script_path = /servlet 

 

php_html_path = /PHP 

php_script_path = /PHP 

 

# Workload: precise which transition table to use 

workload_remote_client_nodes = 

workload_remote_client_command = /usr/local/java/jdk1.3.1/bin/java -classpath 

RUBiS edu.rice.rubis.client.ClientEmulator 

workload_number_of_clients_per_node = 5000 

workload_transition_table = /root/RUBiS/workload/transitions.txt  

workload_number_of_columns = 27 

workload_number_of_rows = 29 

workload_maximum_number_of_transitions = 1000 

workload_number_of_items_per_page = 20 

workload_use_tpcw_think_time = no 

workload_up_ramp_time_in_ms = 60000 

workload_up_ramp_slowdown_factor = 2 

workload_session_run_time_in_ms = 480000 

workload_down_ramp_time_in_ms = 60000 

workload_down_ramp_slowdown_factor = 3 
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#Database information 

database_server = 127.0.0.1 

 

# Users policy 

database_number_of_users = 100 

 

# Region & Category definition files 

database_regions_file = /root/RUBiS/database/ebay_regions.txt  

database_categories_file = /root/RUBiS/database/ebay_simple_categories.txt  

 

# Items policy 

database_number_of_old_items = 100 

database_percentage_of_unique_items = 80 

database_percentage_of_items_with_reserve_price = 40 

database_percentage_of_buy_now_items = 10 

database_max_quantity_for_multiple_items = 10 

database_item_description_length = 512 

 

# Bids policy 

database_max_bids_per_item = 20 

 

# Comments policy 

database_max_comments_per_user = 20 

database_comment_max_length = 256 

 

 

# Monitoring Information 
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monitoring_debug_level = 0 

monitoring_program = /usr/bin/sar 

monitoring_options = -n DEV -n SOCK -rubcw 

monitoring_sampling_in_seconds = 1 

monitoring_rsh = /usr/bin/ssh 

monitoring_scp = /usr/bin/scp 

monitoring_gnuplot_terminal = png 

 

 


